
RACK

BIKE-UNIT PRO

FUNCTIONAL, 
VERSATILE, PRECISION-ENGINEERED 

SINGLE BIKE STORAGE SYSTEM 



BIKE-UNIT PRO
Q-BK-UN-210

The Bike-Unit PRO is a professional rack designed to store bikes of different 
categories and sizes. The L-shaped steel structure has the form of a tapered 
trough on the inside in which the front wheel of the bike is wedged and 
immobilised. For an even firmer hold on the bike, the PRO model is equipped 
with a profiled rotating clamping element which additionally grips the wheel 
from the frame side. The finely tuned grip system is based on 3-point contact 
support, which ensures stability, safe storage and extremely versatile use 
(from road bikes, through the Trail category, the widest electric bikes, to DH 
models). The maximum width of the tyre that fits in the rack is 80mm. 

The single Bike-Unit PRO model, supported on two wide bases, is designed 
for home use and for smaller bike shops.  

The product is made of high-quality powder-coated galvanised steel, 
guaranteeing durability and resistance to corrosion.

Thanks to its tailored multi-piece structure, the assembly of the stand is 
intuitive and the product is provided in a small, ergonomic cardboard box. 
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TECHNOLOGIES:

- Rotating  clamping element for an even tighter hold
   Additional immobilisation of the front wheel

- 3-point bike holding system
   Efficient storage due to secure front wheel support 

- Extremely versatile use
   Adapted to various bike models and tyre widths (max. 80mm)

- Stable steel structure
   Two wide bases ensuring stability and safety of storage

- Double protection
   Galvanized steel and powder coating

- Ergonomic packaging and intuitive assembly
   Fold-out design with perfectly matched components

- Modern design
A functional solution in an attractive form

TECHNICAL FEATURES:

Maximum tire width: 80 mm
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